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USING THE PROPER STONE CARE PRODUCTS TO PROTECT STONE 

 

 

 

ISHINOL SERIES 

AQUA CLEAR 

(for white granite) 

 

 

 
＊ Water type permeable inorganic agent  

＊ Prevents suction of water 

＊ Odorless 

＊ Does not contain solvent  

＊ No flammability. 

＊ Safe for storage 

 

【CHARACTERISTICS】 

1. Does not spoil the stone appearance. (Natural finish) 

2. Penetrates into the stone and is excellent to the durability. 

3. Is superior to prevent the suction of water. 

4. Water type and is easy to use. 

5. Does not spoil the stone ventilation.  

 

【STANDARD APPLICATION QUANTITY】 

 

White granite (Polished finish)                … 10 ~ 20 ㎡/L 

White granite (Jet burnered finish)           … 6 ~ 10 ㎡/L 

⇒  ＊  It varies by the kind of stones. 

＊ Before coating, test a small out of the way area. The color may change  

on some stone. 

 

When uses AQUA CLEAR other than white granite, please ask to agent or maker 

. 

【PACKING】 

 

10 liter carton box  
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【USAGE】 

＊ Before application, test on a sample piece of the stone. 

＊ Wash thoroughly with ISHICLEAN Series removing all stains and wax.  

＊ Allow thorough drying after washing. Otherwise, unevenness in color may 

occur. 

＊ Equally apply undiluted AQUA CLEAR to the surface area with a towel, mop, 

roller , brush. 

<In case of polished stone> 

     After 5 minutes, buff out remaining liquid on the surface with a dry towel. 

     Buffing is not necessary for jet-burner finish. 

＊ Allow to dry for about 24 hours.  Be careful not to get the surface wet with 

water during the drying period.  

 

【CHARACTERISTICS】 

Appearance :   Clear colorless liquid 

pH :    approx. 13 

Specific gravity :  approx. 1.1 

 

【NOTE】 

 AQUA CLEAR is for only white granite. When uses AQUA CLEA with other 

stones, please ask agent or maker. 

  Test samples before application.  

When a surface is hot with the direct sunlight etc., AQUA CLEAR may not 

penetrate and may be stiffened in the surface. It is the cause that white crystal will 

adhere to the surface.  

 When applies AQUA CLEAR to the back side, adhesive strength decreases so 

recommend to use with Ishi Cement F together. 

 Be careful not to get the surface wet with water during the drying period.  

 Wash the tools with water immediate after use. 

 Buff out thoroughly for the polished surface within 5 minutes after coating. 

 Wear protective glove, an apron etc. 

 First aid treatment :  Skin contact … Flush with water and soap 

Eye contact … Flush with water thoroughly and 

get medical attention. 

 Rinse mouth and wash hands after handling. 

 Wipe with a cloth etc. when spill out. 

 Store at cool and dark place. Do not store below 0℃. 

 Refer MSDS for other details. 
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